
One. Can you lay out the moment that sparked your formation? Was it a epiphany at a pub after work? An event you 
all attended? Has this been brewing for a long time? 
 
The formation of Architectural Workers has been a long and slow process of conversations. We were all on different 
paths; some of us at university, and some of us working for short or long periods of time. We had all been part of 
recurring discussions with our friends at work or at university about the need for a union for architects. These 
individual relationships were initially a venting space for the minutiae of working in practice - pub chat about the 
messy connections between public authorities and private companies, conflict of interests, bosses who bad-mouth 
residents - and grew into Architectural Workers. 
 
Some of us have previously been active in housing issues and campaigns; or grew to be critical of the processes we 
participated in at work. We felt unable to voice our questions and dissatisfaction at work - so naturally we spoke to 
others outside of hours.  
 
The public attention over Patrik Schumacher’s views which came to light at the World Festival of Architecture 2016 
provided a trigger point for our formation. After-work chats became concrete with our open letter, which demanded 
that the attention be focused on those actually doing the work of estate regeneration Schumacher was rightly decried 
for championing. 
 
Zaha Hadid Architects’ workers published an open letter about their boss criticising his views. Though the veracity of 
the origin of this letter is now debated, it had a very real impact on us and other workers. It set a precedent for a form 
of public whistleblowing, and it sent shockwaves around other architectural offices. There’s a pervasive culture in 
architecture of pointing the finger at others - politicians, developers, contractors - and it was refreshing to hear a 
different story, recognising the agency and role of the architect in the housing crisis. 
 
We came to our respective offices explicitly to work in regeneration. For some of us, it was knowing that it is highly 
problematic, but hoping that it held some promise of working for the public sector, or a valuable education in the 
mechanisms of capital. For others we were encouraged by the possibilities of ‘good’ work following positive articles in 
the architectural press. We’ve all come to better understand the intricacies and realities since a period of working in 
the industry. We’re encouraged to believe that our work is the ‘best of a bad lot’ - but we witness on a daily basis 
hypocrisy, violence, complacency and lack of care, both from our bosses and other workers. The friendly images are 
at best renders and posed photographs. Some of us came to work on social housing, but were on projects which 
involved luxury housing on public land for private sale.  
 
We collaborate with groups like ASH and Concrete Action who have been valuable in their support. Some of us had 
previously worked with them, but we felt the need to start a new group with specific aims to address the experiences 
of workers from within the industry. More voices are able to level more pressure on the industry, focused from 
different angles and articulated through our different experiences. 
 
Two. Much of your mission is (100% rightly in my view) about calling out the complicity of architects in the demolition 
of council housing through estate regeneration. But another core branch of your demands is about the conditions of 
the architectural worker, whether they are in a design role or another position. What do you think drives down the 
standards of working conditions in architecture offices? Where does that culture come from, whether unpaid overtime, 
underpaid interns or other poor working conditions? 
 
Yes, our fundamental driver is to question the ethics of the work we participate in. This is both in terms of the work 
and the workplace; they are entirely interconnected.  
 
Drawing upon this connection is key to encouraging others to join and support us - and making sure that our 
demands aren’t unanchored from an understanding of both our privileged and service position. 
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There is a clear paradox between being unpoliticised, at best philanthropic, and the conception of architecture as a 
social necessity, an art, a public good. This combination, which would not be possible without a conception of 
‘trickle-down’ economics, is particularly salient in the practice of regeneration. This means that work is highly valued, 
yet the worker may be exploited to a greater degree. Underpinning this is the undefinable value of ‘creativity’ that all 
creative industries hinge upon. As an industry we comfort and distract ourselves with nice details when the moral or 
social aspect of our work is acknowledged, fetishised or hollowed out. 
 
Architectural education drives competition between individual egos; egotistical thinking is bred from the onset. The 
format of the critique is uncritical - based on slick presentation skills and sharp delivery, as opposed to progressive 
ideas. All-nighters, injuries in the workshop, getting high on Red Bull. The badge of honour, demonstrable 
self-sacrifice serves ultimately to undermine the value of the work produced and the labourer. This is carried through 
to the job: the industry relies on unpaid overtime. 
 
Architecture practiced in the academy may be seen as utopian, idealistic, ‘unbuildable’, and hence, unrealistic. It is 
accepted that the ‘real world’ does not allow for such thought, where all decisions are underpinned by ‘viability’, and 
one has to forgo their politics in order to demonstrate their abilities to be a productive service-provider. Those who 
may want to do ‘good work’, whether it is for a former tutor, for a NGO in the ‘development’ sector, can be expected 
to pay for the privilege.  
 
Our present time may be known as the age of precarious work. Architecture does not sit outside of this. Its promotion 
as a precarious industry - given the centrality of the construction industry in the economy - is utilised by employers to 
make workers feel fortunate if they have a steady project to work on: you may be made redundant at any moment; 
sometimes even before you are due to start employment at a practice.  
 
Three. You rightly say that the RIBA is not a union...but why not? It is democratically controlled after all. Why have 
we as a profession not either turned the RIBA into an effective union or, if that failed, created another union from 
scratch? Do we not only have ourselves to blame for the lack of productive unionism in the industry? Are their bigger 
barriers at play? 
 
RIBA is not a union because it doesn’t stand for workers’ rights. Its key members are registered architects - many of 
whom may be employers. It is a professional body that acts in the interests of the industry. It did have a strong role in 
putting a halt to unpaid internships - but above nominally forcing all accredited Chartered Practices to pay the 
minimum wage, the suggested pay brackets are not enforced - and are made deliberately vague. They suggest 
architectural assistants working in the South East should be paid £18,000, but then also say that those in London 
should be paid a London Living Wage. This is inconsistent. We believe architectural workers should be given clearer 
statements about their minimum pay; with pay levels given per hour, rather than in vague categories such as “low”, 
“medium” and “high”. What does the RIBA categorisation of a “high” wage mean - that one should be more grateful 
for receiving better recognition of their worth? Pay scales for “small” vs. “medium” vs. “large” practices have never 
been properly created based on the region in which you work.  
 
Jane Duncan, current President of RIBA, has shown little interest in engaging with us on these topics. Ben 
Derbyshire, soon to be President, is the chair of HTA Design, a large, and key regeneration practice. He has 
indicated that he is interested in what we are doing, but we are yet to meaningfully engage with him. In the beginning 
he wanted to make it clear that HTA pay the Living Wage, yet they - along with the majority of other practices - do not 
pay overtime. You cannot be an accredited Living Wage Employer without paying overtime. 
 
At all levels of representation within RIBA, we find figures who do not represent us, or our key concerns. Ben 
Derbyshire’s comments suggest a baseline acceptance in the rational of private finance :  
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- “We must remember that the RIBA Council chamber is neither the House of Commons, nor the United 
Nations Assembly. Our purpose there is to act as Trustees to deliver our charter. Whilst many (me included) 
are concerned that current housing and planning policies do not serve the ambition to create mixed 
neighbourhoods particularly well, not everyone believes that public money should be used to subsidise 
families to live in areas they could not otherwise afford to.” 30 September, 2016  

 
We do not seek to “turn RIBA into an effective union”. We believe we need to work with the ARB and RIBA because 
they are bodies which are necessary to regulate the profession - and should go further in this, as we outlined in our 
recent event, in terms of addressing professional ethics. We believe a genuine grassroots union needs to be set up in 
order to create an independent network of architectural workers, as distinct from their employers.  
 
A key reason why unionising is difficult is because there is an acceptance of a culture of undervalue and precarity. 
We seek to challenge this by disseminating information and publicity, and that this can be countered successfully 
through collective action. We are all, as individual workers are - to some extent - to blame, complicit in and 
inextricable in the actions of the office. Too often peer competition is more important than solidarity - a legacy from 
education which is readily enforced in the office. All too often even frank discussions of pay are frowned upon and 
shied away from. As a network we have already felt the benefits of a forum to discuss how to approach professional 
reviews, pay discussions, contract negotiations - but also our limitations. We’re keen to expand this role of 
mentorship and communal support as a union. 
 
Four. Where does Thatcher sit in all this and the abolition of local authority architects? Once many architects would 
be been unionised as public sector workers through Unison but that all ended under Thatcher’s conservatives. Are 
we still in a period of adapting to that policy or is there something more fundamental about how architects understand 
(or fail to understand) the importance of solidarity between working people. 
 
In the past Local Authority Architects Departments would have been in NALGO, the predecessor of UNISON. There 
have been movements along the way for architects to join different unions such as TASS and others. 
It feels as though there has always been a desire to persuade architects to join unions, with varying degrees of 
success.  
 
We research these issues to try and learn from the successes and mistakes of the past, as well as an understanding 
of the specific economic and political contexts of the times. We think that, architecture aside, it’s important to 
recognise there’s been a comprehensive shift in our culture and how we view the role of private industry within it. 
Perhaps architecture has always been about doing the bidding of the land-owner or financier, nevermind a small 
diversion in the mid-twentieth century. It’s apparent that individual architects have varying levels of recognition and 
acceptance that their job is to convert land into profit. We feel this corresponds with your suggestion that architects 
fail to understand the importance of solidarity between working people.  
 
The explicit justification of much of the work we do in practice is ‘the housing crisis’. The experience of living in 
London - finding a secure contract, somewhere affordable, facing rent hikes, poor maintenance, infestation, crisis - is 
shared (or suffered) by all but a privileged few. Why are architects so reluctant to recognise that our work is 
gentrifying ourselves out of London? 
 
At lunchtime in the office, it’s common to hear chatter about putting down money for a mortgage in a currently 
affordable (on an architect or part II’s wages) area. Alongside this goes the smug acknowledgement that the practice 
has been building in that neighbourhood - a sure sign that house prices will be going up soon. It’s painful to hear 
these discussions when our monthly bank balance passes zero, recurringly skimming our overdrafts, or we have 
grown up in a city which has become hard to thrive in.  
 



There's a well worn public narrative about artists being the footsoldiers of gentrification. At the other end of the 
spectrum, we pour xenophobic scorn on far-away private investors. But as architects, we are utterly instrumental in 
making the city, and specifically housing a commodity, making profit through design.  
 
Five. Do you agree or disagree with the idea that architects are inherently not working class people and why? 
 
We’ve spoken about how we believe that architectural workers are in some way lower in the social ladder than is 
expected or perceived. Whether you would call this working class is up to the reader. Class is also a more complex 
identity than what job you hold. What job your parents did, whether you went to state school, where you grew up...  
 
We believe that if you’re an architectural worker, working for less than £20,000 per annum, working up to 60 hours 
per week, living where you can afford the rents, in outer boroughs of London then you are being exploited, yet play a 
crucial role in the functioning of the industry.. It’s helpful to make the realisation that your boss is making a lot of 
money out of your exploitation the tenant of the estates you're working on.  
 
The issue of class is important. Housing architects - especially those working in ‘regeneration’ - predominantly work 
from their offices with little genuine consultation from and interaction with the residents who live on them. It’s 
unimaginable that an architect working on a private home commission would never speak to its residents, and have 
in-depth conversations to come to an understanding about how they live and what they want. Why should that be 
different for the residents of council estates? The power dynamics are completely different - but estate regeneration is 
propped up by public money or public assets, and estate residents should be treated with respect, rather than an 
inconvenience.  
 
There’s also the issue of the diversity of the office workers. It’s whiter, more male and middle class the higher up you 
go. We’ve found in the offices that we work that qualified and practicing architects are predominantly white men, and 
few people who work in these offices have lived on a council estate, or went to state school. 
  
Architecture is ‘white-collar’ work - yet we want to re-think what this means for those on the lowest rung of the ladder, 
when effectively carrying out alienated labour for minimal pay. 
 
Increasingly, many of those who successfully enter the architecture industry are from middle-class backgrounds, 
because the education is long and expensive. Access has to be widened. Sadiq Khan may say he trying to address 
this in his ‘Good Design’ panel, but it means little when he believes in regeneration as a positive tool to attract capital 
to London. It’s important to call for people of colour, queers, disabled people, people from working class backgrounds 
and other under-represented ‘minorities’ to have positions of power at all levels. But we feel this call will only inflect 
existing power dynamics unless we radically rethink the role of architecture, and the role of the architect. Visibility 
risks being tokenized unless we also have structural change. But from our own experiences, it’s much harder to feel 
comfortable designing for the explicit and unconsulted demolition of a council estate when you grew up on one! 
 


